Interstate health-information exchange: understanding value propositions and challenges
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Abstract: Regional intrastate and statewide health-information exchanges help to connect patients’ disparate intrastate electronic health records. Intrastate electronic health-information exchange is necessary, yet it does not sufficiently serve the needs of a mobile population, expanding health systems, or a concentration of specialized providers in urban centers serving geographically distant patients. The purpose of this multicase study, consisting of interview data collected from seven states and an intrastate health-information exchange literature review, is to explore the value propositions and challenges for connecting states through interstate exchange. Findings show that attention must be placed on expanding the interstate exchange of patient health data, as 1) many health systems cross state lines, 2) many providers serve patients in different states, and 3) patients are increasingly willing to travel long distances to receive specialized medical attention. An extended discussion contextualizes the findings in consideration of national health-information exchange.
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Introduction

Accurate, available, and current data are “the lifeblood of health care improvement” and crucial in making health care more efficient, thorough, and affordable for people and communities.¹ The electronic exchange of patient data gives health care providers access to the most up-to-date, aggregated data for making informed medical decisions. Currently, patient health data are not functioning efficiently for patients, as many health care professionals provide services without aggregated patient history.² Modern health care is not a sole-source environment. Health care consumers have become mobile, increasing the need for quick access to reliable information in different locations.³ This can be a challenge, given the significant technical hurdles associated with patient-record identification, the exchange of data among differing electronic health record (EHR) systems across varying locations, and the dissimulation of useful information among providers.³

Intrastate (regional and statewide) health-information exchanges (HIEs) that achieve critical mass may help address the current fragmentation of patient health records. Expanding health systems and concentrations of specialized providers in urban centers geographically distant from the patients they serve extend the case for exchange to interstate exchange (ISE). ISE, the electronic exchange of patient data across two or more state borders, brings together many different stakeholders, including hospitals, state Medicaid programs, pharmacies, laboratories, imaging centers, nursing facilities, and other health care providers. It is expected that ISE will increase the coordination...
of care across a large network of providers, decreasing costs, synthesizing fragmented care, and improving communication quality among health care professionals. In fact, the literature reveals that connectivity among providers on a large scale can facilitate the collection and timely dissemination of data in a confidential manner, decreasing the need for human interaction and thus improving response times in diagnosing and providing patient care. Given the increasing use of remote monitoring, the use of longitudinal records, especially with an ever-aging elderly population, strongly supports HIE.

The value propositions of localized, state-level HIEs are currently being explored in practice; however, to improve ongoing ISE examination specific to ISE design, implementation, utilization, and research outcomes are vital in understanding fully how the electronic exchange of patient data across state lines will improve health care quality in the modern, mobile, and expansive health care landscape. To contribute to ISE understanding, the purpose of this study is to explore the benefits, challenges, and potential strategies specific to ISE. Specifically, this study seeks to address the following research questions:

- What are the ISE value propositions and associated use cases?
- What are the ISE challenges and how can they be addressed?

The qualitative findings of this study can expand our understanding of the value propositions, challenges, and strategic solutions regarding the connection of states through ISE. Additionally, we discuss our findings as they relate to the efforts of national HIE. This study is contextualized to the USA. The complexities of the US health care system and nuances of state law make this a particularly interesting context of study.

Materials and methods

To gain a thorough understanding, a cross-state case study was deployed. This process consisted of key informant interviews, as well as an analysis of available popular press, gray, and academic literature to supplement these findings.

This evaluation was not subject to a consent or review process per the Institution Review Board officers. This was because the primary purpose of the evaluation was to fulfill the Missouri Health Connection’s evaluation requirements, rather than a research focus.

We conducted semistructured interviews with nine key informants representing HIE networks from seven different states: Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Utah (representing 14% of the USA). We chose to focus our data collection on states with multiple neighboring states to address the proposed research questions and for insight into ISE. Therefore, “multinexus” states were chosen to explore multiple exchange possibilities across state lines and to acknowledge multistate-exchange complexity. For example, Missouri has multiple nexuses with eight neighboring states, affording an opportunity to explore ISE from an octagonal perspective.

We also interviewed key informants from two non-Midwestern states, as we were limited with the number of states to interview, to assist in easing potential geographical bias.

Nine 60-minute structured telephone interviews with audio recording were conducted with key informants to explore value propositions and obtain suggestions (beyond information publicly available) for meeting challenges. We selected interviewees based on their roles in leading respective state HIE initiatives. It is of note that when interviewees were asked if there was anyone in other states who could serve as a key informant for the process, references were made to one or more members of our interview panel.

Engaged interviewees were informed that the interview’s purpose was to understand varying stakeholder factors and value propositions relative to HIE and ISE. The interview protocol was inspired by existing literature on HIE, as well as the program-information notice released by the Office of the National Coordinator in 2012. The following list comprises eight key interview questions used in this study:

- What benefits and barriers are associated with ISE?
- What criteria are most important in deciding with which states to connect?
- What are the value propositions and associated use cases?
- Does your state have a clearly identified utilization-purpose policy?
- How will you determine to which state’s privacy laws your state will adhere?
- Do you have concerns regarding security and privacy?
- What do you view as technical challenges?
- What do you believe are the most valuable strategies to facilitate implementation?

Data analysis involved two stages: coding of interview and supporting data, and a literature review of ISE to supplement understanding. We first coded the interview transcripts using Dedoose qualitative software to identify themes across respondents. In general, we used guiding principles from Lee and Baskerville to move data to description and thereby develop comprehensive understanding and insights. Two researchers independently open-coded the transcripts and any documents provided by interviewees to identify and
define themes related to ISE value propositions, use cases, challenges, and strategies to address identified challenges (see Strauss and Corbin\textsuperscript{9} for detailed discussion of open-coding process). After independent open coding was complete, reliability and validity of the codes were established through a consensus-building process. Specifically, the research team (two coders and a third team member acting as an independent arbitrator) reviewed and discussed independent coding and supporting excerpts from the transcripts until a consensus on the themes was reached. When the themes became stable and the researchers reached consensus, the data analysis of the interviews and related documents was complete.

Following analysis of interview data and supporting documents, an analysis of available literature on ISE was conducted to expound on data obtained during the interview process and facilitate reliability and validity through data triangulation of multiple sources of information. Data sources included studies and reports concerning ISE, related state websites, and gray literature. The literature supplemented the interviews by providing further description, particularly providing an indication of the potential challenges ISE could face as connectivity crosses state lines among many different providers and provider organizations. We also looked for supporting evidence related to strategies proposed by interviewees. It is of note that this analysis produced a sparse listing of peer-reviewed literature principally focused on ISE (using search terms including ISE, cross-state exchange, and other synonyms with HIE-related terms), reinforcing the need for further ISE research in this area.

**Results**

**Value propositions and associated use cases**

Key informant interviews and available literature revealed common themes regarding the advantages of ISE. Collectively, these advantages provide benefits to participating providers and provider organizations.

**Increased sharing of best practices nationwide**

As represented among all interviewees, there is a hope that as more providers and health care systems become connected, ISE can facilitate the dissemination of best practices and known-use cases nationwide. In this regard, many interviews revealed that some leaders and providers have formed groups with other similarly situated states, which provide a public forum for involved HIEs to share operational best practices, as electronic health exchange further develops. One participant described the purpose of the Mid-States Consortium, a group with 23 HIE members from 17 Midwestern, Southwestern, and Western states, as “[a] group to set the standards for what is going to be acceptable for data sharing across the middle states of [the] country.”

Additionally, the Strategic Health Information Exchange Collaborative, consisting of 34 HIEs representing 23 states, was recently formed.\textsuperscript{10} The purpose of the collaborative is to exchange business and strategic ideas among partners.\textsuperscript{10}

**Utilization of referrals across state lines**

One interviewee provided a shared-use case that focused on how ISE is helping specialty and primary care providers enhance practice through increased referrals across state lines. Providers are using ISE connections to gain referrals and build practice volumes, thereby enhancing their competitive advantage. ISE offered providers the opportunity to refer their patients to a more comprehensive list of connected ISE health care professionals.

**Marketing tool to increase state HIE participation**

Interviewees suggested that ISE would encourage nonparticipants to join local exchanges and benefit from increased access. Even though interviewees indicated that many of the larger hospitals were already participants within each respective HIE, a general sentiment among interviewees was that ISE agreements provided a good strategy to increase participation in the state HIE and were beneficial from a marketing standpoint.

**Expanded communication among ISE providers**

Interviewees indicated that ISE offered patients the ability to travel far from home with the confidence that providers could access their data and communicate as needed; therefore, ISE provided a platform for a patient’s record to follow the patient, either through a provider’s efforts to make a data request from a fellow provider (“push”) or autonomously through the EHR system (“pull”).\textsuperscript{3} The general expectation among interviewees was that ISE would eliminate barriers to the provision of comprehensive care when medical emergencies occur far from home, or when patients travel to doctors across state lines. One interviewee articulated this hope as follows:

Patients can go back and forth between facilities and their providers [...] can look at that information and [...] already have a heads-up on that patient’s health status before seeing the patient.

Informants commented that ISE offered providers a greater opportunity to collaborate with a patient’s entire team of health care professionals – primary care and specialty
care providers, caseworkers, psychiatrists, etc – who were working toward the same goal(s) for the patient. A common sentiment among interviewees was that the availability of extensive data through ISE allowed physicians at both ends to look up patient information electronically without having to rely solely on the patient’s memory.

**Increased access to longitudinal care records**

Interviewees mentioned that the availability of records with a quick “pull” or “push” of the HIE network offered providers a more complete idea of a patient’s overall health status. The idea is to assist in the transformation of health care delivery from treating only a specific symptom to treating the whole patient. One interviewee explained,

> A provider may have an office in [state X], but also have an office in [state Y]. It’s important that [state X and state Y] connect, so if a patient decides to go to a hospital in [state Y], the [complete] record is also available to the provider in [state X].

**Focus on public health reporting**

ISE implementation can facilitate the transmission of quality reporting to central registries (eg, certain cancers and birth defects). One interviewee noted that an ISE focus on public health allows doctors to identify certain populations that might be more prone to certain conditions and then determine how to preemptively decrease or prevent these conditions, such as obesity and diabetes.

Furthermore, this respondent noted that taking clinical information in the context of cultural and geographical circumstances is important, because it allows for data comparisons to determine the similarities and differences between states which will help to further population health-management efforts.

**Challenges and strategies**

Although many value propositions exist, key informant interviews and available literature revealed several barriers to overcome during the implementation and ongoing maintenance of ISE. We present these challenges later, as well as insight from our data sources regarding how these challenges can be addressed.

**Challenge 1: Differing privacy laws**

The challenge of differing privacy laws was expressed throughout the interviews, supporting documents, and literature. Interviewees indicated privacy of patient health data is a major legal issue with respect to ISE and HIE. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act allows states the autonomy to determine the stringency of privacy with regard to certain health data, such as mental health, HIV testing, and substance abuse. As states have recently legislated laws concerning the use and disclosure of patient data, fragmentation among state laws has increased. Variations in state laws concerning terms, definitions, content, and organizational structure may be the most significant obstacles to implement and utilize ISE successfully.

**Potential strategies to overcome challenge 1:**

**Arbitrate state privacy laws**

Respondents indicated that action is needed to address the abundant legal issues tied to ISE privacy, in order to further enable HIE and ISE. The Health Information Security and Privacy Collaboration developed tools to assist state-level stakeholders to identify, analyze, and propose solutions to reduce variation in state privacy laws and to enable states to better understand their privacy laws landscape and potential challenges to [ISE and HIE].

The Harmonizing State Privacy Law Collaborative, a group formed to develop and advance processes to synchronize state laws and eliminate variation, generated four ideologies that are central to harmonizing state laws governing health-information technology. The ideologies are that the laws must be surveyed, organized logically, analyzed in relation to HIE, and evaluated to determine the feasibility of changing or modifying current state law.

Interviewees indicated that in order to begin this corrective process, it is advantageous to promote discussions among state leaders to develop more consistent privacy laws among states. Interview respondents indicated that preparing documents detailing each state’s requirements (ie, state law and HIE privacy obligations) could provide a basis to begin and facilitate discussions.

**Challenge 2: Differing consent policies**

Much variation exists among states studied concerning patient-consent models. Consent poses a barrier for ISE connectivity, given that states can choose between “opt in”, “opt out”, “no consent”, and hybrid consent models. Despite differing consent policies, interviews revealed that providers have been able to use direct services, but utilizing query-based exchange for some states’ systems has been a challenge. Direct exchange is a service that provides the ability to send and receive secure information electronically between care providers to support coordinated care (ie, secure email is the core of direct; often
referred to as push). Query-based exchange is a service that provides the ability for providers to find and/or request information on a patient from other providers, often used for unplanned care (ie, providers query to obtain a comprehensive patient record, often referred to as “pull”). In addition to varying policies, many state consent policies are often lengthy and convoluted, making it difficult for the average person to fully understand the information. As a result, patients often give consent beyond that which they intend. In fact, researchers indicate that many patients believe “consenting to privacy” means their patient data will never be shared with anyone at any time. Interviewees indicated that consumer confusion could be exacerbated if consumers were asked to provide consent in multiple states or through a complex multistate consenting process.

### Potential strategies to overcome challenge 2: Reconcile consent policies and segment sensitive data

Respondents advised that familiarity with consent policies of other states is important when moving forward with ISE discussions and implementation. The following suggestions derived from our data provide a means to decrease the challenges associated with variations in consent:

- Utilize standardized patient-consent forms
- Reduce pressure on patients regarding consent to ISE, and encourage meaningful consent through online forums, rather than solely at the point of service
- Require all EHR systems to have the capability to manage differing consent models, as indicated in interviews.

Additionally, interviewees conveyed the point that exchange would be easier if consent policies would uniformly limit sensitive categories of patient health data (eg, mental health, HIV/AIDS, and substance abuse). Uniform policies would clearly define rules governing the access and disclosure of sensitive data. Further, interviews indicated that one option would be to require providers to segment sensitive data at their end, and if this were not adhered to, connection would be denied by the state HIE.

In addition, the key informants interviewed recommended additional security measures for sensitive data, which would further build trust between patients and providers. Interviewees noted that certain sensitive data could be blocked from normal query functions, with access only allowed through documentation of additional patient consent.

### Challenge 3: Lack of trust among states regarding improper disclosure

As indicated in interviews, the computerization of patient health records has caused concern regarding privacy and the potential for improper disclosure for unapproved reasons. Providers fear secondary data use may be inconsistent with their HIE’s usage policies (eg, use for nontreatment purposes, such as research, marketing, or commercial or business purposes other than paying claims or providing preauthorizations). If this were to occur, patients’ trust in ISE and HIE would likely decrease, and the percentage of participating patients could decline.

One participant noted, “The biggest issue is one of trust: does [X] trust [Y] to not use the data for unapproved things?” Some leaders expressed their concern regarding improper disclosure, stating:

[…] if data are used for anything other than treatment, the contractual data-sharing agreement has been violated, and the interface will be disconnected […]

### Potential strategies to overcome challenge 3: Create clearly defined agreements and enforcement policies

In an effort to strengthen trust among state HIEs and encourage ISE participation across the country, most interviewees stated that it is imperative to utilize clearly defined data use and participation agreements. Interviewees indicated that state-to-state agreements should specifically define what encompasses “treatment”, as well as the liability of each state in the event of an improper disclosure. Additionally, to avoid differences in terms and content, interviewees suggested the implementation of a uniform ISE-participation agreement.

Interviewees noted that clearly defined agreements are important; however, without clear enforcement policies that are actually overseen, they are ineffective. The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinic Health Act provides oversight and certification processes for EHRs; however, there is a need for federal agencies to impose penalties for participant misuse of data.

### Challenge 4: Increasing provider buy-in

Interview discussion indicated that the implementation of HIE and ISE may cause substantial culture shock for some health care providers. First, latent competitive issues mean providers are wary of sharing information, fearing the loss of patient volume and decreased revenue, as indicated by an interviewee. Second, buy-in is difficult when providers are unable to retrieve information quickly. One interviewee revealed, “[…] like any other business, you have to have good technology with the process and procedure put in place […]”.

Interviewees noted there was a decreased likelihood for continuous use of direct and query-based exchange when
Potential strategies to overcome challenge 4: Engage key provider organizations in HIE boards and achieve participation in critical mass

One of our participating HIEs established a strong state leadership board to facilitate trust. This HIE felt that strong leadership boards could encourage potential participants to join regional ISE organizations and enhance relationships between existing participants and the HIE.

The ability to produce a large network of participating providers was mentioned as another means to facilitate buy-in. Interviewed leaders shared learned experiences, noting that when health care professionals were able to “pull” or “push” the correct patient data, most if not all of the time participation increased exponentially. In addition, ISE was received more favorably and the number of providers unwilling to deliver patient care without the use of the system increased.

Challenge 5: Costs to update, implement, and participate

Interviews revealed that the promotion of ISE will be more fully accomplished by “waiving fees [because that] is really critical”. However, financial sustainability for ISE is very challenging, because grant funding does not extend past the implementation phase, and such funding is typically designated for statewide HIEs, not ISE efforts, as pointed out by participants.

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 5: Waive ISE participation fees and increase grant opportunities for ISE

In order to incentivize states to participate in ISE, expansive data are necessary to demonstrate the benefits. Interviews revealed that waiving ISE fees would increase participation and build interstate relationships among HIE boards, but the challenge is funding. Interviewees indicated that they would like to see extended grant-funding periods for their HIEs and funding opportunities that cover ISE efforts. Initial grants, usually of a 2- or 3-year duration, funded only the beginning phases of implementation and not the costs for continued maintenance, which determine whether participation is feasible. Furthermore, this funding did not often apply to ISE.

Challenge 6: Distrust toward nonprovider participant inclusion

Prior research reports concern that the inclusion of nonprovider participants, such as third-party payers and insurance companies, could potentially lead to the misuse of patient information for nontreatment purposes outside the scope of patient consent, such as research, marketing, and commercial and business purposes. Participants echoed this concern, and indicated that this could be further complicated through ISE because states differ in their current provision and allowance of third-party payers. One expressed concern was that a third-party payer could gain access to data in a nonparticipant state via their engagement in a state that allowed their participation in the HIE (“back door” access).

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 6: Develop authorization and audit processes and policies

Interviewees suggested that the implementation of an authorization user agreement would assist in the documentation, approval, and monitoring of end users by each ISE-participating state. The authorization process would mandate individual facilities to verify the completion of Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act training and observe training specific to each end user’s role. One particular “trust host model”, as termed by interviewees, would charge state HIEs with the task of validating and verifying financial capacity, technical, and security functions, as well as accurately identifying and authorizing end users.

The key informants interviewed collectively expressed the need for audit processes with ISE. As further explained by interviewees, as is the case with some HIEs, participating organizations would be required to perform monthly audits related to all users’ exchange activities. The audit process would accomplish the following tasks: first, tracking the total number of “pulls” and “pushes”; and second, tracking the total weekly security overrides of absent patient consent. Security alerts would provide a means to track when health care providers access sensitive data through security overrides without additional required patient consent.

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 7: Lack of cooperation among EHR vendors

The various technical vendors serving each state may have to work through ways to bridge competing technology systems. One interviewee revealed that one state had
at least six hospital systems all [with] different software systems […] normalizing the infrastructure, and distributing the data is just a huge technical challenge […] and went on to state that normalizing across ISE HIE systems exacerbated the challenge.

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 7: Facilitate communication among EHR vendors

According to interviewees, vendors should be encouraged to create compatible systems to make ISE connectivity easier. Given that the vendor market is highly competitive, leaders noted that decreasing fees associated with sharing data between two different systems could encourage providers to share data through intrastate and ISE connections.

Challenge 8: Inconsistent patient-identifier conventions

One major barrier to ISE expressed unanimously by respondents was difficulty adopting a uniform naming convention for patient identity (ie, hyphenated or unhyphenated names and patient locality). For example, one interviewee noted that state HIEs document patients’ addresses using state identification or driver’s licenses; in contrast, the federal government documents either a patient’s residence or the city where the patient is receiving medical treatment. Inconsistency has led to confusion and persistent difficulties when multiple patients have the same identifying information (ie, first and last name, date of birth, zip code) or when documentation as a whole does not match between the state HIE’s and federal government. Even if state guidelines exist, cross-state ISE efforts create challenges with identification.

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 8: Establish a uniform patient identifier

Interviewees indicated that there was debate and discussion regarding whether all provider organizations should be required (as a federal mandate) to follow uniform naming conventions to link patients with identifying information more accurately when inputting patient data. In particular, one leader noted that exact locations should be used for the patient’s residence and the point of service.

Challenge 9: National HIE status

Interviewees discussed national HIE efforts with some degree of uncertainty regarding sustainability, structure, and services. Interviewees disclosed their skepticism regarding a realistic time frame for a national HIE to come fully to fruition. This uncertainty creates a challenge to invoke encouragement for the national effort, and also seems to create a platform to build ISE rapport for some, as some interviewees indicated that a national HIE may take many decades to become fully plausible, given the many issues to overcome, and a reason to move forward with ISE effort. In contrast, some states believe ISE connection is unnecessary, given that a national HIE is a future possibility, and thus will likely wait to connect at a national level.

Potential strategies to overcome challenge 9: Clarity and actualization

As could be expected, interviewees saw clarity, direction, and actualization of the fate of a national HIE across the country as a first step in addressing this challenge. Efforts toward an interdependent, symbiotic relationship to advance federal- and state-level collective goals were also seen as a way to address this challenge.

Discussion

ISEs and nationwide HIE

Many of the challenges outlined herein are not unique to ISE, but can also be applied to broader types of HIEs, such as eHealth Exchange (eHE), the nation’s HIE. For example, ISEs can learn from the early efforts of the Office of the National Coordinator and more recent efforts of the Sequoia Project with the development of a common state-level (as opposed to national-level) data-use reciprocal sharing agreement. Such an agreement would eliminate the need to create one-to-one agreements and lessen often cost-prohibitive legal fees. It would further serve to create a common understanding with regard to privacy, consent, and trust, three challenge areas described by interviewees.

Moreover, a reciprocal sharing agreement would create a bridge toward increasing individual state and overall national value in HIE. This value equation has been seen in other “network of networks” configurations, described as group-forming networks, or Reed’s law, and changes value such that the whole network (eHE) is other than the sum of the individual networks (ISEs). This environment exponentially increases the number of health data-exchange transactions that can occur and broadens the geographical reach of individual and collective networks, thereby providing more accurate, current, and comprehensive information at the point of care.

Thoughts about the materialization of a foreseeable national HIE were mixed. Indeed, some interviewees commented that there was a reluctance to create ISEs because
eventually they will all join the national exchange – eHE. eHE is conceived as a broad-based ISE with a set of standards and policies that will help to improve further the quality and efficiency of health care across the country. eHE proposes to work with state, regional, and community HIEs to connect communities on one system, rather than rely on point-to-point testing. This thinking to “just join eHE” may be short-sighted for two reasons: 1) individual states may have more highly developed data-exchange capabilities providing vertical value, and 2) eHE spans broader geography, providing horizontal value.

Vertical value in terms of statewide HIEs can be exemplified in the challenges and complexities concerning exchange of mental health data. An October 2015 document highlights the progress made and funding received toward facilitating the exchange of mental health patient records in this often complex, costly, and protected patient population. Such progress at a state level may be limited, challenging at an ISE level, and unable to be adopted at the national level.

Horizontal value in terms of nationwide HIE is by way of volume and reach. eHE currently has over 100 participants, including federal partners, such as the Social Security Administration, the Department of Defense, and the Veterans Health Administration, exchanging records on over 100 million patients. Furthermore, it is estimated that eHE will connect 40% of the nation’s hospitals by the end of 2015, suggesting that eHE has a solid structure and clear identity of service, and that sustainability is on the horizon.

Critical mass for HIE is imminent. While critical mass may be imminent, HIE as a standard of care needs an additional layer of commitment – state exchanges. While it may be the case that HIE is still somewhat abstract to some, use cases such as emergency department use and Social Security disability determination use can help close that gap. As the “use gap” closes, HIE will become a standard of care. Increased HIE use and HIE as a standard of care will lead to more accurate, current, and comprehensive patient data at the point of care. The proximal need for connection across state lines is highlighted by ISE discussions and efforts. Therefore, ISEs can be an important yet less understood component in the overall value-chain structure of nationwide HIE.

Limitations
Although this study makes strong contributions, limitations do exist. We purposefully collected data from multiple states that share borders with more than one other state (one up to seven borders); however, data collected were limited to seven states: five Midwestern and two non-Midwestern states. We invite future research to extend the study to include representation from states not covered in this manuscript. We also call for future work to leverage this study to contexts outside the USA. Medical mobility is not constrained to the USA, and it is plausible that iterations of the presented findings hold in other situations.

In addition, although the interview process provided a detailed analysis of perspectives from executive leaders, there is still a need to interview actual health care providers one on one (ie, physicians, nurses, etc). As HIE and ISE continue to expand, these data will be more readily available as more providers are able to access and utilize ISE capabilities.

Conclusion
Accurate and up-to-date patient data are crucial to the health of patients and the sustainability of the health care-delivery system. A single, robust longitudinal record of patients’ health care encounters, testing, and medication (regardless of patient location) is important to providing comprehensive care. Our results indicate that expansion of the ISE of patient health data is necessary to support this goal, because health systems are increasingly crossing state lines, providers are serving patients in different states, and patients are traveling long distances for specialized medical care. The value propositions, indicated by the data supporting this study, demonstrate that ISE is viewed as providing the potential for a robust longitudinal record to address some of the facts and also provides a means for health care providers to learn from one another through enhanced interstate communication and collaboration.

This study articulates a multitude of challenges; however, state HIEs seem to be proactively seeking the means to address these barriers. This study reveals that leaders are hopeful these challenges can be overcome by focusing attention on understanding and negotiating the many state-to-state variations in privacy and consent laws. Furthermore, HIE leaders look to interdependent, symbiotic relationships to advance federal- and state-level collective initiatives toward a single, robust longitudinal record.

We call for future work from the academic, governmental, health care, and technology communities to identify, assess, and enact policies, processes, and advancement to fulfill the promise of an aggregated health record that aligns with the realities of a mobile society and geographic borders.
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